Creswick Primary School & Nursery
The Romans

Rome

Roman Britain



Romulus and Remus



Boudicca, Iceni



Roman Nation



The Rebellion



Julius Cesar



Archaeology



55/54BCE Invasion



Augustus





Artefacts



Roman Britain

43CE Invasion

Curriculum areas

Curriculum areas

History
Computing
Geography

History
Geography
Computers

Computing Opportunities
- Using the internet for research
- Using ICT when presenting learning

English Opportunities
- Reading and discussing a wide range of fiction,
non-fiction and reference books or textbooks.
- Writing biographies, accounts, descriptions.

Roman Legacy



Roman Roads



Roman Baths



Roman Architecture



Amphitheatre



Christianity



Rise and Fall



England

Curriculum areas

History
RE
Art
DT

Maths Opportunities
- Symmetry/Patterns
- Roman Numerals
- Roman Money (coins)

Creswick Primary School & Nursery

Discrete subjects
French – Animals, numbers and colours
PE – Balance and rolling.
Music - play and perform in solo and ensemble
contexts, using their voices and playing musical
instruments
RE – Buddhism and Christianity

Science:
Sound
 identify how sounds are made
 find patterns concerning pitch and
volume
Electricity
 construct a simple series electrical
circuit, identifying and naming its
basic parts


PSHE – Understanding, recognising and
managing emotions, living a healthy and balanced
lifestyle

recognise some common conductors
and insulators, and associate metals
with being good conductors

The Romans
Year 4 Autumn
Design & Technology
•use research and develop design criteria to
inform the design of innovative, functional,
appealing products that are fit for purpose,
aimed at particular individuals or groups
•generate, develop and communicate their ideas
through discussion and diagrams,

Art
•to improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, with a range
of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal,]
•repeated patterns using printing

History


the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain



Develop understanding of finding out about
the past



understanding of chronology



Julius Caesar’s attempted invasion in 55-54
BC



the Roman Empire by AD 42 and the power of
its army



successful invasion by Claudius and conquest,
including Hadrian’s Wall



British resistance, e.g. Boudica



“Romanisation” of Britain and the impact of
technology, culture and beliefs, including
early Christianity



Roman withdrawal from Britain in c. AD 410
and the fall of the western Roman Empire

